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Optimal intentional islanding to enhance the robustness of power grid networks
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bNetwork Dynamics and Simulation Science Laboratory, Virginia Bioinformatics Institute, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA - 24061, USA

Abstract

Intentional islanding of a power system can be an emergency response for isolating failures that might propagate

and lead to major disturbances. Some of the islanding techniques suggested previously do not consider the power

flow model; others are designed to minimize load shedding only within the islands. Often these techniques are

computationally expensive. We aim to find approaches to partition power grids into islands to minimize the load

shedding not only in the region where the failures start, but also in the topological complement of the region. We

propose a new constraint programming formulation for optimal islanding in power grid networks. This technique

works efficiently for small networks but becomes expensive as size increases. To address the scalability problem,

we propose two grid partitioning methods based on modularity, properly modified to take into account the power

flow model. They are modifications of the Fast Greedy algorithm and the Bloom algorithm, and are polynomial in

running time. We tested these methods on the available IEEE test systems. The Bloom type method is faster than

the Fast Greedy type, and can potentially provide results in networks with thousands of nodes. Our methods provide

solutions which retain at least 40-50% of the system load. Overall, our methods efficiently balance load shedding and

scalability.

Keywords: Cascading, Mitigation, Intentional islanding, constraint programming, Fast Greedy, Bloom

1. Introduction

Power grids were designed for the purpose of transfer of electricity from the generators to the consumers, and

were engineered keeping in mind the ever-increasing demand for electricity. However, in modern times the grid has

reached a point where it has become very important to allow for its expansion in terms of technology and intelligence.

Since the last few years, power grids have become increasingly interconnected. There are exchanges of large amounts

of power over very long distances among different utilities to satisfy the increasing demand from the customers. The

current setup is making the grid less stable and more vulnerable to intentional and unintentional failures. The system
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reliability and stability has been affected. As a matter of fact, there have been many occurrences of cascading failures

in the recent past [1], [2], [3]. Defined by the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC), a cascading

failure is “the uncontrolled loss of any system facilities or load, whether because of thermal overload, voltage collapse,

or loss of synchronism, except those occurring as a result of fault isolation” as mentioned in [4]. In simple words,

when one failure leads to successive failure of other elements of the grid, leading to huge losses, the process is called

a cascading failure. Some strategies such as reciprocal altruism [5], changing the dynamic equilibrium of the system

to a point of self-organized criticality [6], [11], and different load shedding schemes [7], [8], [9], [10] have been

suggested in the past for reducing the effects of cascading failures.

Intentional islanding of the power system is one such strategy. Intentional islanding can be defined as the in-

tentional splitting of the grid into separate controllable parts or islands, each with its own independent generation.

Intentional islanding may be accompanied by some load shedding in order to balance the generation and load in the

sub-systems. Intentional islanding can be very helpful in isolating failures or localizing them within the region where

they occurred and preventing them from spreading throughout the system. Several techniques have been proposed

previously for islanding in power systems, such as those based on spectral analysis, slow coherency, ordered binary

decision trees as well as optimization. An overview of these methods is described in Section 2.

In this paper, we propose a novel optimization formulation for optimal islanding of a power system. The for-

mulation proposed here has been implemented using the CPLEX ILOG software by IBM [12], which transforms the

logical constraints in the formulation to a mixed-integer program (MIP) internally. The formulation considers two

parts of the system, the island (the region where the initial failure occurs) and the topological complement of the

island. This technique aims at minimizing load shedding in both, the island and also its topological complement.

Also, to limit the failure to a small portion of the system, the objective includes the minimization of the island size.

However, the optimization problem is not scalable. The optimization takes a very long time to converge as the net-

work size increases. This technique can be applied efficiently to small and medium sized systems such as the IEEE

14-node and 30-node networks [13] but it becomes computationally expensive for larger networks. For this reason,

we propose two methods based on network partitioning and derived from the Fast Greedy algorithm [14] and the

Bloom algorithm [15]. The original Fast Greedy and Bloom algorithms are based on the community detection metric,

modularity [16], [17], [18], [19]. Since the concept of islanding is similar to that of detecting communities, by inte-

grating the power flow model, we can make these algorithms realistic for islanding in power grids. Both the methods

have a polynomial running time, but the Bloom approach is faster. In general, these methods are an efficient balance

between the amount of load shedding and the algorithm scalability. Both have been tested on the IEEE 57-, 118- and

247-node networks, besides the 14-node and the 30-node networks. The 247-node network is a modification of the

IEEE 300-node network and has been obtained as discussed in [7].

The island boundaries can be computed offline for all the three techniques and known to the operators in advance.

Whenever a failure occurs, the predetermined set of transmission lines in the region where the island is needed, can

be disconnected. Hence, the strategies can be implemented in real time.
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The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

• Proposing a novel optimization formulation for optimal islanding for minimizing load shedding in the island as

well as the topological complement of the island.

• Proposing two polynomial time partitioning methods, based on modularity, and incorporating the power flow

model to minimize load shedding in the islands and the island complement.

This paper is further organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the previous work that has been done in this field

and the motivation for proposing the new techniques. The optimization formulation is discussed in detail in Section 3

and Appendix A. Section 4 discusses the two methods for islanding of the power grid. Numerical evaluation and

comparison between the methods in terms of load shedding and the number of islands is described in Section 5.

Section 6 discusses the conclusions and scope for future work in this area.

2. Related Work

Since the past few years, the problem of intentional islanding is being studied as an important approach for

isolating failures in the power grid [20], [21], [23], [25], [27], [29], [31]. It has been proposed by some researchers

as an appropriate control action to protect the system when large disturbances take place. It is also considered to be

an effective method to contain disturbances within a smaller area. Islanding leads to a faster restoration of the system

to its initial state, as shown in [20], [21]. Different methods have been suggested to define islanding based on slow

coherency generator grouping combined with graph theory, ordered binary decision diagrams (OBDD), linear and

non-linear optimization as well as spectral methods. While slow coherency methods are among the first few methods

proposed for islanding, spectral methods are fairly new.

The slow coherency methods are based on grouping the generators according to slow coherency and then try-

ing to find the minimum cut-set from the interface network between the generator groups using some search tech-

niques [20], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26]. The other category of methods deals with the ordered binary decision diagrams

approach [27], [28]. For large-scale power networks, islanding using OBDD is an NP-hard problem. Hence, different

two and three phase variants of this strategy have been suggested.

The authors of [29] and [30] present a mixed integer programming approach for optimal power grid islanding, both

with the objective of minimizing load shedding only within the island. The authors of [29] also discuss connectivity

constraints so that the nodes within each island are connected. As opposed to the techniques mentioned before, these

two optimization techniques can form multiple islands at the same time.

The authors of [31] have used spectral matrix methods for islanding. They used successive bisection techniques

based on the signs of the Laplacian eigenvalues to partition the grid. Cluster optimization using simulated annealing

is suggested in [32]. In [33], separation of a power system into islands based on the second largest eigenvalue of the

graph of the power system, also known as the algebraic connectivity, is presented. The authors have also shown that
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the computation time of this method has a linear relationship with number of transmission lines used for partitioning.

However, these methods suffer from the drawback of the absence of a power flow model which makes them unrealistic

for use within a power system.

While the above are the more common approaches for islanding in power grid, some researchers have also pro-

posed the use of global search meta-heuristics such as genetic algorithm [21] and particle swarm optimization [34]

for islanding as computationally efficient methods. A few of the above methods can form only two islands at a time,

although the procedure can be repeated to obtain more islands.

In this work, we present an optimization formulation with logical constraints which are internally transformed

to an MIP by the CPEX ILOG software, for islanding. The formulation has an improved objective function over

the formulations already existing in literature. Our optimization formulation minimizes the load shedding both in

the island itself as well as in the topological complement of the island, at the same time minimizing the size of the

island to localize the failure in a small region around where it starts. We propose two network partitioning methods

for larger systems for which the optimization is not scalable. We discuss these approaches in the following sections.

We tested optimal islanding strategy on the IEEE 14-node and 30-node networks and it is a very effective method to

create islands for these systems. The numerical evaluation of this method is shown in Section 5. However, optimal

islanding is computationally expensive for larger systems. To overcome the problem of scalability, we propose two

other methods for islanding.

3. Optimal islanding for the power grids

We present an optimization formulation to find the optimal islands when a failure takes place in any part of the

grid. This optimization program has been solved on the CPLEX ILOG software by IBM. Binary variables are used

in the formulation and the software uses the branch and cut method to solve the problem. It is an iterative process

and continues until the optimal solution is found. The logical constraints in the constraint program are internally

transformed by the software to a mixed-integer program.

Two different power flow models may be used for the analysis of a power grid, the full AC model or the linearized

DC model. During emergency situations, quick and simple techniques are needed to control the unwanted situation.

Even though slightly less accurate than the complete AC model, the DC power flow model serves the purpose in such

situations. At the same time, the DC model is linear and does not face any convergence issues. Hence, for the purpose

of intentional islanding, we have used the DC power flow model. A brief description of the two models is presented

here.

3.1. AC power flow model

The AC power flow model comprises of the complete set of equations representing the non-linear dynamics of the

power grid. Standard methods and algorithms such as Newton-Raphson method or Gauss-Seidel technique [35] are
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used to analyze the power grid using the AC power flow model. To find the power flowing through each link in the

power grid, we first apply Kirchhoff’s Current Law (KCL) at each node. We obtain a group of equations representing

the relationship between the voltages and currents, which can be written in a matrix form as follows



Y11 Y12 . . . Y1N

Y21 Y22 . . . Y2N

. . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . .

YN1 . . . YN(N−1) YNN





V1

V2

.

.

VN


=



I1

I2

.

.

IN


(1)

Where Ik is the current that enters the node from the generator/load side. The first matrix is called the admittance

matrix or the Ybus matrix. Each diagonal element Ykk equals the sum of the admittances of all branches connected

to bus k. Every off-diagonal element Yjk where j 6= k is the sum of admittances of all branches between bus j and

bus k multiplied by -1. Using Eq.(1), we obtain the following equation at node k

V1Yk1 + V2Yk2 + · · ·+ VkYkk + · · ·+ VNYkN = Ik =
Pk − jQk

V∗k
. (2)

To find all unknown active power, reactive power, voltage magnitudes, voltage angles, different numerical tech-

niques such as Gauss-Seidel or Newton-Raphson methods may be used.

The AC power flow model takes a longer time to converge and adds to the complexity of the islanding problem.

Since the DC power flow model is linear, it does not add much to the complexity of the different islanding techniques

we have discussed in this paper. Below we describe the fundamentals of the DC power flow model.

3.2. DC power flow model

The DC power flow model represents a linearization of the full AC model. In the AC model, let Vi and Vj

represent the voltage at the buses i and j, respectively. In addition, let Yij represent the admittance of the transmission

line between buses i and j. the relation between real power, complex voltages and line impedance is expressed through

the following equation which describes the amount of real power flowing through a transmission line

Pij = |Vi||Vj ||Yij |cos(δi − δj + θij) (3)

where θij is the phasor angle of the admittance Yij . To obtain the DC power flow model, the following assumptions

are applied to Eq.(3) as follows

• Voltage angle differences are small, i.e. sin(δij) ≈ δij .

• Flat Voltage profile: All voltage magnitudes are considered to be 1 p.u.
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• Line resistance is neglected since R << X .

Applying Taylor expansion on Eq.(3) around the operating voltage, and neglect the coupling between the power flow

and the voltage, we obtain

Pij =
δij
xij

(4)

where δij is the difference in phase shift angle between the voltages at the sending and receiving buses, and xij is

the reactance of the transmission line. The DC power flow equation (4) can be written in matrix form where P is the

N ×N matrix of power flows between each node i and j in the network, δ is the N × 1 vector of phase angles and X

is the N ×N weighted adjacency matrix, each element of which represents the reactance of a transmission line. It is

a real number if a line is present between two nodes, and 0 otherwise. In matrix form,

[P ] = [b][δ] (5)

The matrix [b] represents the imaginary part of the Ybus matrix of the power grid, where bij = − 1
xij

and bii =∑
i∈N −bij for i 6= j. We usually assume that there is a reference node with voltage angle equals 0 (which is the

same node as the slack generator, in the most general sense). The power handled by each node is the net sum of all

the ingoing and outgoing power flows at that node as follows:

Pi =

N∑
j=1

Pij =

N∑
j=1

(−bijδij) (6)

The total load at each node is given, while the phase angles are computed using the following equation:

[δ] = [b]−1[P ] (7)

3.3. Optimal islanding

In the optimization, we wish to contain the failure in a small part of the network and prevent it from spreading

through the system causing a larger disturbance. Hence, the created island should be small in size, while the power

delivered from the generators is maximized to satisfy the loads. The number of islands is represented by nisl, and we

denote k to be the island index such that k = 1 . . . nisl. The number of islands is given as an input to the formulation

and is mainly limited by the number of generators present in the network. We need to make sure that every island has

at least one generator so that it can sustain when separated from the rest of the network. As a result, the number of

islands is always less than or equal to the number of generators in the network.

We denote the power grid topology to be G, the island topology to be gk, the group of links that interconnects the

island with its topological complement to be lk, and the topological complement of the island to be Tk = G\{lk∪gk}.

Moreover, we denote s to be the index that distinguishes between the two partitions of the power grid due to the
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existence of an island k i.e. for island k, s = 1 denotes the island topology (gk) and s = 2 denotes the island

topological complement (Tk). For a given power grid, islands are constructed such that the amount of generation/load

change from normal operation and the island size are minimized as follows

Minimize A

i=N∑
i=1

k=nisl∑
k=1

| poweri − dki |

+B

i=N∑
i=1

j=N∑
j=1

k=nisl∑
k=1

µk,1
i,j (8)

where N is the number of nodes, A and B are optimization parameters. All the data inputs and variables are

described in Table C.1.

The first part of the objective function aims at minimizing the load shedding in the island and the complement with

poweri being the original load of each node i and dki being the new load after partitioning the grid, whose value

is decided based on the formulation and the constraints. The smaller the difference between the original and the

new values, the better is the result of islanding. The links which interconnect the different islands are chosen by the

optimization such that the removal of those links does not cause additional damage to the network in terms of load

loss. The second part of the objective function aims at minimizing the size of the island to limit the failure to a small

region of the network. The variable µ counts the size of the island in terms of number of links. The subscript i, j

refers to the link i− j and the superscipt k, 1 refers to the presence of the links within (s = 1) the island k. The values

of parameters A and B can be used to decide the dominant part in the optimization. In this case, more weight is given

to the first part, which is minimization of load shedding.

The islanding topology and power flow constraints are discussed in detail in the Appendix A. We tested optimal

islanding strategy on the IEEE 14-node and 30-node systems and it is a very effective method to create islands

for these systems. The numerical evaluation of this method is shown in Section 5. However, optimal islanding

is computationally expensive for larger systems. The running time to solve the constraint programming problem

for IEEE 14-node and 30-node networks is 45 minutes and 3.5 hours, respectively. To overcome this problem of

scalability, we propose two methods based on modularity for islanding of power grids.

4. Islanding based on modularity

A community is usually a set of well connected nodes that are less connected to the remaining network. If we

think of a power grid to be a network of nodes connected by transmission lines, we can use the power flow model

incorporated into a community detection algorithm to “partition” the grid or to form islands such that this island

formation leads to minimum load shedding in the system. Out of the numerous community detection algorithms, we

select two among the faster and more efficient algorithms for island formation: Fast Greedy [14] and Bloom [15]. We
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modify these two algorithms by incorporating the power flow model and imposing some conditions to adapt them to

a power grid.

In general, modularity is a quality function that determines the quality of the partitions on a scale of 0 to 1, with 1

being the best value. For a general network, modularity can be defined as:

Q(P,G) =
1

2L

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

(aij −
didj
2L

)δcicj , (9)

where N is the number of nodes and L is the number of edges in the graph G; aij represents the existence of an

edge between nodes i and j, di represents the degree of node i or the number of nodes connected to node i. P is the

partition of the graph that divides it into communities by the quality measure Q. The communities of nodes i and j

are represented as ci and cj respectively. The δ-function is 1 if nodes i and j are in the same community (ci = cj),

otherwise it is 0.

The objective of the two methods presented in this work is to minimize the amount of load shedding in the system

(both island and complement) and is given as:

J = Minimize

N∑
i=1

nisl∑
k=1

| poweri − dki | (10)

This objective is the same as the first part of the objective function of the optimization, as shown in Equation 8.

However, we do not impose any restrictions on the size of the islands as described in the second part of Equation 8

because any such restriction would only reduce the quality of the islands and result in higher load shedding. Thus,

the size of the islands is decided by the partitioning methods themselves. Similar to the optimization, the number of

islands is limited by the number of generators in the network and the modified partitioning methods make sure that

every island has at least one generator. Both methods are polynomial in complexity, but the Bloom method is faster

than the Fast Greedy.

4.1. Islanding using Fast Greedy type method

The original Fast Greedy algorithm is an example of an agglomerative algorithm that begins with a number of

partitions equal to the number of nodes in the network and merges these partitions depending on the benefit to the

objective. For a power grid with N nodes, we begin with n′isl = N islands and a n′isl × n′isl benefit matrix ∆J

from Equation 10. Thus, at the beginning, each node is an individual island. According to the algorithm, the pairwise

benefit ∆Jr,s = Jnew − Jold is computed for every pair of islands Islr and Isls. Jnew is the value of the objective

after combination of islands and Jold is the value of the objective in the current state. This benefit is computed for

each potential pair of islands by a linear programming problem for minimal load shedding, which is basically the

objective of the problem. Thus, the pair of islands that gives the largest decrease in the objective value or in other

words, the minimal load shedding, is merged. This merged pair is now an individual island and can be merged with

any other islands to continue the process. After every merge, the benefit matrix ∆J shrinks in size and must be
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recomputed. One of the requirements that this method must meet is the presence of at least one generator in every

island. The required number of islands, nisl <= ngen, where ngen is the number of generators in the system, is given

as an input. Once there are ngen islands, if nisl = ngen, the process stops. However, if nisl < ngen, the process

of “superislanding” begins by combining two or more of these ngen islands to reach the final goal of attaining nisl

islands after which the process stops. The process of superislanding also happens in the same way as above. The size

of ∆J is the same as the final number of islands nisl at the end of the process. The original Fast Greedy approach

has a running time complexity of O(N2logN) and the incorporated linear programming load shedding scheme adds

a complexity of O(N3). Thus, this method is polynomial in complexity with a running time of O(N5logN). The

algorithm for this method is shown in Appendix B.

4.2. Islanding using Bloom type method

The Bloom type method begins with a few seed nodes and the islands grow from these seeds by adding adjacent

nodes one at a time. In the original Bloom algorithm, the selection of the initial seeds is a stochastic process. How-

ever, in the case of islanding, we imposed all the generators in the network to be the initial seeds so that the number

of islands at the beginning is equal to ngen. This step is to make sure that every island has at least one generator.

The nodes which are covered by the islands are said to be in the “covered” set and the other nodes are said to be

in the “uncovered” set. Thus, at the beginning, all the generator nodes are a part of covered. We maintain a set of

“boundary” nodes for each island. These boundary nodes have at least one connection to the island they are boundary

nodes for, and they may become a part of that island. Again, the required number of islands, nisl should be less than

or equal to ngen. All the islands are grown in parallel from the initial seeds, as opposed to growing one community

at a time in the original Bloom. This is because the original Bloom has only one stochastically chosen seed node at a

time whereas the modified Bloom for islanding has multiple seeds nodes determined right at the beginning. Similar to

the Fast Greedy approach, this approach also computes a benefit matrix ∆JN×ngen
after every merge which expresses

the change to the objective value if any adjacent node merges into an island, using the linear programming problem

for minimal load shedding. The node that adds the maximum benefit to the objective function (or the minimal load

shedding) is chosen to merge with the island and moves from the boundary set to the covered set and its adjacent

nodes move to the boundary set from the uncovered set. The nodes that already are a part of one island cannot be a

part of any other island to avoid any overlapping of islands. The algorithm continues until all the nodes of the system

are covered.

The original Bloom approach has an average running time of roughly O(N) and a worst case running time of roughly

O(N2). The linear programming contributes O(N3). Thus, the average running time of this approach is roughly

O(N4) and the worst case running time is roughly O(N5). Bloom type approach is computationally more efficient

than the Fast Greedy approach and in general, gives better results for load shedding. The algorithm for this method is

described in Appendix C.
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Few different partitioning methods have been described in literature for partitioning of power grids as mentioned

before. However, to the best of our knowledge, no other network partitioning algorithms using modularity have been

applied previously for this purpose. The two approaches - Fast Greedy and Bloom, are very promising algorithms for

network partitioning, in terms of complexity and are among the faster and highly efficient algorithms.

5. Results

Optimal islanding has been tested on the IEEE 14-node and the 30-node networks and the two modularity-based

methods have additionally been tested on the 57-, 118- and 247-node networks [13]. Results and comparisons are

shown through tables and graphs. The original 30-node network has only 2 generators, but to make it more suitable

for islanding, 7 other generators were introduced in the system and the generation was equally divided among these

9 generators. Those nodes in the 30-node network that were carrying no load were converted into the 7 additional

generator nodes. Similarly, the original 247-node system has 1 large generator and 7 other small distributed generators.

The generation was equally divided among all these 8 generators and then island formation was carried out. These

islanding techniques would be very suitable for the future grid which would have the incorporation of more distributed

generation.

Table C.2 shows the average percentage of total load that remains after islanding in the 14-node network, using

each of the three strategies. There are 2 generators in the system and hence, there are 2 islands. The number of

islands is represented by nisl. The results show that the islands formed by each of the two modularity-based methods

are exactly matching with the islands formed by the optimization. Also, as indicated in the table, the techniques can

preserve around 86% of the load on average per island, in the system. The island structure is shown in Figure C.2.

The circles represent the nodes and the connections between them are the transmission lines. The big circles represent

the generator nodes and the small circles are the load nodes. Every island is represented by a separate color and nodes

belonging to the same island have the same color.

Optimal islanding on the 30-node system, with 9 generators and 5 islands, is a more challenging case. Hence,

we explain this case in detail. We apply the optimal islanding strategy on the IEEE 30-node system with 5 islands

as the input. The topology of the islands and their topological complements are shown in Figure C.3. The dotted

lines (- - -) are the transmission lines that interconnect every island with its topological complement. Sub-figures [a]-

[e] represent individual islands connected to their topological complement and sub-figure [f] represents the complete

5-island structure. Every island is represented by a separate color and all nodes of the same color belong to an

island. The gray colored nodes belong to the topological complement of the island in each sub-figure. The big circles

represent the generators and the small circles represent the load nodes.

As shown in Figure C.3, every island has at least one generator and two transmission lines to guarantee the island

connectivity. In addition, the test results show that due to line capacities, a few nodes experience load shedding but

majority of the loads do not need any load shedding. Hence, the power generation is reduced at some generators.
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Another reason that a generator reduces its output power is that the total load in the island becomes less than its

normal output generation. Table C.3 shows the results for the 30-node system with 9 generators and 5 islands. The

optimization can converge up to at most 5 islands. The table indicates that the optimization performs better than the

modularity-based methods in this case. Each merging decision made by these two methods is irreversible such that

the local improvement at one step might not prove to be the best choice eventually and might lead to situations such

as the one with the 30-node system where these methods give solutions which are below the optimal. Refinements to

these methods might help to improve their performance to give results closer to optimal solution. Nevertheless, still

approximately 60% of the load is maintained using these approaches which is a substantial gain when compared to

the collapse of the entire system. Figure C.4 represents the different islanding structures for the optimal, Bloom type

and, the Fast Greedy type approach respectively. This difference in the islanding structures is an indication of the

difference in the amount of load shedding by the different methods.

In Tables C.4, C.5, C.6, we show the results for the 57-,118- and the 247-node systems for the two modularity-

based methods. Since the optimization is not scalable for networks much larger than 30-nodes, further tests are done

using only the Fast Greedy and Bloom approaches.

For the 57-node network, both the methods perform very well and preserve 95-96% of the load in the network.

There are 2 generators in this network and so the tests were carried out for 2 islands. We did not add more generators

to this network as in the earlier case of the 30-node network because we wanted to test the approaches on the original

network, without altering the existing generation and load. In the previous case of the 30-node network, modifications

were made to fully exploit the possibilities with the optimization problem and to see the limits to which it may be used.

For the 118-node system, we tested the two approaches for different number of islands from 2 to 6. For each case,

we see that the Bloom type approach performed better than the Fast Greedy type and the two approaches, in general,

showed a good performance. We also see that the Bloom type method has the minimum load shedding with 3 islands

whereas the Fast Greedy type has its best results with 6 islands. Figures C.5 and C.6 show the 6 island structures for

the 118-node system with the Bloom and the Fast Greedy type approaches respectively. Again, different islands are

represented by different colors and the big circles represent the generator nodes.

For the 247-node system, once again, in general, Bloom type method performs better than the Fast Greedy type. The

best case for the Bloom type approach is the one with 2 islands in which it preserves about 68% of the system load.

On the other hand, the Fast Greedy type performs the best with higher number of islands with about 59% system load

preserved for 5 and 6 islands.

6. Conclusions

Intentional islanding in power systems has become an important subject of research because there is a need to

find efficient solutions for the increasing frequency of blackouts. We explored three different schemes for intentional
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islanding in power grid - 1) a constraint optimization formulation for optimal islanding, 2) Bloom type and 3) Fast

Greedy type approaches, based on modularity. The optimization formulation considers two parts of the system - the

island and its topological complement - and works towards minimizing the load shedding in both parts of the system.

It is capable of forming multiple islands and is a very efficient scheme for small networks, maintaining about 80-

90% of the load after islanding. However, due to its exponential complexity, this method cannot be used for large

networks.

We developed two approaches based on modularity, with the DC power flow model incorporated into them, for

islanding in medium and large networks. The Bloom type and the Fast Greedy type methods were tested for the 57-,

118- and the 247-node networks, in addition to the 14- and the 30-node networks. These approaches also had the

objective of minimizing load shedding, both in the island and the complement. They, in general, performed efficiently

for all these systems, maintaining, at an average, at least 50% of the total load in the network.

It was imposed that every island must have at least one generator for independent survival. With more distributed

generation, there would be better islanding opportunities and these methods will be well suited for the power grid of

the future.

There is scope for future work in this area in the following directions:

• Using the AC power flow model for the power flow calculations for greater accuracy of results.

• Testing the islanding strategies under multiple failure scenarios.

• Simplifying the optimization formulation using semi-definite programming or other linearization techniques.

• Proposing refinements to the heuristics to bring the results closer to optimal solutions and to consider larger and

more interconnected power systems as test cases.
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Appendix A. Optimal islanding for the power grids - Constraints

The optimization described previously has two sets of constraints: Topological constraints to ensure proper physi-

cal implementation of the islanding scenario, and power flow constraints describing the DC power flow model, which

directs the flow of power through the power grid network. These constraints are given and described in detail below:

Appendix A.1. Topological constraints

k=nisl∑
k=1

µk,1
i,j ≤ ai,j ∀ i, j = 1 . . . N (A.1)

µk,1
i,j + µk,2

i,j ≤ 1 ∀ i, j = 1 . . . N, k = 1 . . . nisl (A.2)

i=N∑
i=1

j=N∑
j=1

µk,s
i,j ≥ 4 ∀ k = 1 . . . nisl, s = 1, 2 (A.3)

j=N∑
j=1

(µk,1
i,j + µk,2

i,j ) ≥ 1 ∀ i = 1 . . . N, k = 1 . . . nisl (A.4)

k=nisl∑
k=1

(µk,1
i,j + µk,2

i,j ) ≤ ai,jnisl ∀ i, j = 1 . . . N (A.5)

j=N∑
j=1

k=nisl∑
k=1

µk,1
i,j ≥ 1 ∀ i = 1 . . . N (A.6)

( j=N∑
j=1

(µk,1
i,j + µk,1

j,i ) ≥ 1
)

⇒
( j=N∑

j=1

(µk,2
i,j + µk,2

j,i ) = 0
)
∀ i = 1 . . . N, k = 1 . . . nisl (A.7)

( j=N∑
j=1

(µk,2
i,j + µk,2

j,i ) ≥ 1
)

⇒
( j=N∑

j=1

(µk,1
i,j + µk,1

j,i ) = 0
)
∀ i = 1 . . . N, k = 1 . . . nisl (A.8)

( j=N∑
j=1

µk,1
i,j ≥ 1

)

⇒
( j=N∑

j=1

k′=nisl∑
k′=1,k′ 6=k

µk′,1
i,j = 0

)
∀ i = 1 . . . N, k = 1 . . . nisl (A.9)
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µk,s
i,j = µk,s

j,i ∀ i, j = 1 . . . N, k = 1 . . . nisl, s = 1, 2 (A.10)

µk,s
i,i = 0 ∀i = 1 . . . N, k = 1 . . . nisl, s = 1, 2 (A.11)

The group of inequalities in A.1 - A.11 describes the topological constraints for creating the islands.

Inequality A.1 imposes that the decision variable µk,1
i,j can equal 1 only if the transmission line (i, j) exists in the

power grid i.e. ai,j = 1. In other words, if transmission line (i, , j) does not exist in the power grid (ai,j = 0), the

decision variable µk,1
i,j equals 0 for all the islands k = 1 . . . nisl. Also this inequality guarantees that the transmission

line (i, j) can belong to at most one island k, s = 1.

In inequality A.2, a transmission line (i, j) can either be a part of the island µk,s=1
i,j = 1 or its complement µk,s=2

i,j = 1,

or an interconnecting line between two islands. In the latter case, the transmission line does not belong to any island

and the decision variables µk,s=1
i,j and µk,s=2

i,j equal 0 for all k. This ensures that the interconnecting transmission lines

do not carry power flow.

Inequality A.3 ensures that the number of transmission lines in every island and its topological complement is at least

2. Notice that the transmission lines are undirected (even though the power flowing through the lines is directional).

Hence the decision variables µk,s
i,j and µk,s

j,i are equal and the right-hand side of this inequality is 4.

Inequality A.4 ensures that every node i in the power grid is assigned to either an island or to its topological comple-

ment and there is at least one transmission line that connects node i with another node that belongs to the same island

component. In addition, in inequality A.5, every line (i, j) can belong to an island or its topological complement, and

it can belong to any combination of them at most nisl times.

Inequality A.6 guarantees that every node i is assigned to an island. In other words, for every node i, there is at least

one transmission line (i, j) that connects node i with another node j in island k, s = 1. Notice that inequalities A.6

and A.5 together ensure that each node belongs to an island.

Constraints A.7, A.8 and A.9 are formulated using the logical constraints. Each constraint has two parts, the condi-

tional constraint (left-hand side), and the actual constraint (right-hand side). If the conditional constraint is true, the

actual constraint is applied to the problem. As shown in constraint A.7, if there is at least a transmission line that

is connected to node i in island k, s = 1 imposing that node i belongs to island k, s = 1, it implies that there is no

transmission line that is connected to node i in the topological complement k, s = 2 imposing that node i does not

belong to the topological complement k, s = 2. Constraint A.8 shows the case for the topological complement in the

conditional constraint such that if there is at least one transmission line that is connected to node i in the topological

complement k, s = 2, it implies that node i does not belong to island k, s = 1. Constraint A.9 ensures that if node

i has at least one transmission line in island k, s = 1, node i does not have any link in other islands k′ 6= k. This

constraint implies that node i can only belong to one island k, s = 1 and it does not belong to other islands.

Inequality A.10 says that the line is symmetric or i− j is the same as j− i, and inequality A.11 avoids self connecting
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nodes or self-loops.

Appendix A.2. Power flow model constraints

All the power flow calculations are based on the DC power flow model [35]. The DC model is linear and it

does not add significantly to the complexity of the optimization formulation. The use of the DC model allows the

optimization to easily converge for a few test cases in spite of its complexity. The DC model has been used in the

recent works [29], [30] for islanding using MIP.

δkgenerator(1) = 0 ∀k = 1 . . . nisl (A.12)

(
µk,1
i,j + µk,2

i,j = 1
)

⇒
(
| bi,j(δki − δkj ) |≤ ci,j

)
∀ i, j = 1 . . . N, k = 1 . . . nisl (A.13)

dkgen(g) ≤ 0 ∀ g = 1 . . . ngen, k = 1 . . . nisl (A.14)

dkgen(g) ≥ 1.05 ∗ powergen(g) ∀ g = 1 . . . ngen, k = 1 . . . nisl (A.15)

dkload(l) ≤ powerload(l) ∀ l = 1 . . . nloads, k = 1 . . . nisl (A.16)

dkload(l) ≥ αpowerload(l) ∀ l = 1 . . . nloads, k = 1 . . . nisl (A.17)

The group of constraints A.12 - A.17 represents the DC power flow model equations, the upper bounds, and the

lower bounds of the generated power and loads. For DC power flow model, we assume that node 1 is the slack

generator with voltage angle equals 0 as shown in equation A.12. The logical constraint A.13 indicates that whether

a line (i, j) belongs to an island or to the complement, the amount of power it can carry is always restricted by a

finite capacity of the transmission line, given by ci,j . The second part of this logical constraint is the main equation of

the DC power flow model which computes the amount of power flowing through a link. Inequalities A.14 and A.15

represent the bounds on the amount of generated power from each generator gen(g) for each island scheme k. Thus,

the generation is made flexible so that any fluctuations in the load can be accounted for. The inequalities A.16 and

A.17 represent the bounds on the delivered loads. We impose the lower bound on the delivered power at each node

to be a fraction α of the total load, where α is a real number between 0 and 1. Thus, we allow load shedding in the

network but at the same time a minimum fraction α of the load must be satisfied in each node.

In addition to the topological constraints and power flow model constraints, we use the network flow model [36]

to ensure that every island is a single component in which all buses are interconnected by transmission lines.
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Appendix B. Algorithm for Fast Greedy type approach for intentional islanding

Algorithm 1 Fast Greedy type approach for intentional islanding, adapted from [14] and [16]
Given: A power grid with N nodes, L transmission lines

ngen is the number of generator nodes in the system

nisl(n
′
isl) is the required (current) number of islands

Initialize: P ← A partitioning of N islands with 1 node in each

n′isl ← N

∆J ← The N ×N benefit matrix for J by merging any pair of islands Islr and Isls

while (n′isl > ngen) do

Find Islr and Isls such that ∆JIslr,Isls is the minimum element in the matrix ∆J and they are not both gener-

ators

Merge islands Islr and Isls (This is the update for P )

n′isl ← n′isl − 1

Update ∆Jn′
isl×n

′
isl

using the linear programming load shedding scheme for optimal load shedding

end while

Superislanding

while (nisl < n′isl) do

Find islands Islr and Isls from the n′isl islands such that ∆Jr,s is the minimum element in the matrix ∆J

Merge islands Islr and Isls (This is the update for P )

n′isl ← n′isl − 1

Update ∆J using the linear programming load shedding scheme for optimal load shedding.

end while
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Appendix C. Algorithm for Bloom type approach for intentional islanding

Algorithm 2 Bloom type approach for intentional islanding, adapted from [15]
Given: A power grid with N nodes, L transmission lines

ngen is the number of generators nodes in the system

nisl(n
′
isl) is the required (current) number of islands

Initialize: P ← A partition of ngen islands (these are the island seeds).

covered← The set of ngen seed nodes

uncovered← The set of all nodes except the seed nodes

boundary ← The set of nodes ∈ uncovered which are neighbors of the seeds

∆J ← The N × ngen benefit matrix

while (uncovered 6= ∅) do

Select node p and island Islk such that p ∈ boundary and ∆Jp,Islk is minimal (for largest decrease in J)

Copy any uncovered neighbors of p to boundary

boundary ← boundary \ {p}

covered← covered ∪ {p},

uncovered← uncovered \ {p}

Add p to island Islk (This is the update for P )

Update ∆J using the linear programming load shedding scheme for optimal load shedding

end while

Superislanding

while (nisl < n′isl) do

Find islands Islr and Isls from the ngen islands such that ∆Jr,s is the minimum element in the matrix ∆J

Merge islands Islr and Isls (This is the update for P )

n′isl ← n′isl − 1

Update ∆J using the linear programming load shedding scheme for optimal load shedding.

end while
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(a) Island 1 (b) Island 2 (c) Island 3

(d) Combined island structure

Figure C.1: The structure of three islands that belong to an example power grid with 12 nodes and 21 lines. Sub-figures 1(a)-1(c) show individual

islands in different colors. These islands are connected with their topological complements by the dotted lines. Sub-figure 1(d) shows the combined

island structure with each island represented by the corresponding color of the islands shown in sub-figures 1(a)-1(c) at the top. Color image

available online.
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Figure C.2: Optimal islands for the 14 node system. The two islands are represented in a separate color and all nodes having the same color belong

to the same island. The big circles represent the generators and small circles represent the load nodes. Figure available in color online.
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(a) Island 1 (b) Island 2 (c) Island 3

(d) Island 4 (e) Island 5 (f) Combined optimal island structure

Figure C.3: The optimal islanding solution for the 30-node system. The system has 9 generators and 21 load nodes. Every island is represented by a

separate color and all nodes having the same color belong to the same island. The big circles represent the generators and small circles represent the

load nodes. The sub-figures 3(a)-3(e) represent the 5 individual islands and the sub-figure 3(f) represents the combined optimal islanding solution.

The generators are only shown in the respective island in sub-figures 3(a)-3(e). Figure available in color online.
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(a) Optimal (b) Bloom type (c) Fast Greedy type

Figure C.4: The 5-island scenario for the 30-node system using optimization (a), Bloom type approach (b) and the Fast Greedy type approach (c).

The difference in the island structure from these three approaches leads to different amounts of load shedding in the system. Figure available in

color online.

Figure C.5: The 6-island scenario for the 118-node system using Bloom type approach. Every island is represented by a separate color and all

nodes having the same color belong to the same island. The big circles represent the generators and small circles represent the load nodes. Figure

available in color online.
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Figure C.6: The 6-island scenario for the 118-node system using Fast Greedy type approach. Every island is represented by a separate color and all

nodes having the same color belong to the same island. The big circles represent the generators and small circles represent the load nodes. Figure

available in color online.
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Table C.1: Definition of data inputs and decision variables

Data input Definition

ai,j Binary adjacency matrix entry, ai,j = 1 if there is

a transmission line between nodes i and j

bi,j Admittance matrix entry of the transmission lines

poweri Normal power/load at node i

α Coefficient of minimum delivered load

ci,j Capacity of transmission line (i, j)

nisl Total number of islands

ngen Total number of generator nodes

nloads Total number of load nodes

Decision variables Definition

µk,s=1
i,j Binary variable equals 1 if line (i, j) belongs to island k

µk,s=2
i,j Binary variable equals 1 if 1) line (i, j) belongs to

the topological complement of island k, and 2) line (i, j) is not

an interconnecting line between two islands

dki Load decision variable at node i, which belongs to island k

or its topological complement. The variable dki is negative

if the node i represents a generator, while it has a positive

value for load nodes.

δki Voltage angle variable at node i,which belongs to island k

or its topological complement

Table C.2: Average percentage per island of total load remaining in the 14-node system by optimization and the two modularity approaches for 2

islands

Average percentage of total load remaining

nisl Optimal Bloom type Fast Greedy

type

2 86.28 86.28 86.28
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Table C.3: Average percentage per island of total load remaining in the 30-node system by optimization and the two modularity approaches for 5

islands

Average percentage per island of total load remaining

nisl Optimal Bloom type Fast Greedy

type

5 93.84 60.65 59.94

Table C.4: Average percentage per island of total load remaining in the 57-node system by the two modularity approaches for 2 islands

Average percentage per island of total load remaining

nisl Bloom type Fast Greedy type

2 95.42 95.91

Table C.5: Average percentage per island of total load remaining in the 118-node system by the two modularity approaches for different number of

islands

Average percentage per island of total load remaining

nisl Bloom type Fast Greedy type

2 83.98 77.52

3 86.36 77.43

4 84.81 78.31

5 83.76 78.76

6 83.03 78.81

Table C.6: Average percentage per island of total load remaining in the 247-node system by the two modularity approachesfor different number

of islands

Average percentage per island of total load remaining

nisl Bloom type Fast Greedy type

2 68.44 55.74

3 63.36 43.87

4 59.89 56.93

5 57.92 59.56

6 56.65 59.33
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